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Meeting with Lottery Committee members Brian Linwell, Brian (Cosmo) Hopper, 
Drew Flores; 
Howard Lazar, Alyssa Licouris 
October 25, 2011 at 10:30am 
25 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 450 
 
Lottery Committee members started the meeting by discussing the renumbering of the 
Hyde Street spaces. The new maps helped the discussion to re-number the J1 to J4 
spaces on Hyde Street. J4 which is on the west side of Hyde and the most northern 
space will turn into H1. The space numbered H21 presently will be re-numbered as H13. 
On the eastern side of the street, H1 presently will become H14 and continue up until 
H23 presently will turn into H29. The group called David Campos, Drew’s partner in the 
renumbering project, to make sure he agreed with what we had come up with. Howard 
asked that they come to the next SAPC meeting to back up their proposals. 
 
Howard noted that this change will be presented at the next Street Artists Program 
Committee meeting in November and he will report the renumbering in his Program 
Director’s report. If there are no objections at that meeting, the Street Artists office will 
provide the Lottery Committee with the new sign-up sheets and new maps of the area 
reflecting the renumbered spaces. 
 
Drew reminded Howard that he and David had found some space on Jefferson Street 
where street artists space could be added. For example, in front of the Wharf Outdoors 
building. Howard agreed that he would walk through the area with Drew and David at his 
next visit to the Wharf. From there, he would probably have to contact the Fisherman’s 
Wharf Merchants group. 
 
Drew requested that the list of Leavenworth spaces be moved to the back of the sign-up 
sheet since they are reserved for portrait artists. David was neutral on the request as 
well as Brian Linwell. Howard agreed to move the Leavenworth spaces to the back.  
 
The big issue Cosmo wanted to talk about was eliminating the priority of held lottery slips 
at the Noon Lottery. He explained again how family unit members are cheating the 
system by allowing a partner to take over the space that a first family unit member had 
been assigned. Once the first family unit member leaves, the other one comes with a 
number held from the Main or Mini Lottery to claim the space. This deprives opportunity 
of other artists who, if they had known the space would have been relinquished, would 
not have “burned” or used their numbers to claim lesser spaces of value.  
 
Drew noted that it places a single lottery holder at a disadvantage to family unit 
members because they are able to share insider information and work around the 
system together. 
 
It was agreed that there must be a new Noon Lottery which wouldn’t allow previous slips 
to be used. The Noon I Lottery is for vacant assigned spaces while the Noon II Lottery is 
for not assigned spaces. 
 
The agreed wording for the motion for the SAPC agenda item for November is as 
follows: 
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“Motion to approve Lottery Committee’s recommendation to amend the Noon I lottery for 
previously assigned spaces whereby any held number from a previous lottery would not 
be valid and cannot be used in the Noon I Lottery.” 
 
Another issue that was brought up dealt with a family unit member giving their space to 
their partner after 12 p.m. The artist would ‘leave’ their space and tell only their family 
unit member so the family unit member could easily take the space without having to 
fight for it with another artist. The Lottery Committee is still trying to figure out how to 
solve this problem. A similar instance occurs when a family unit member gets a space, 
leaves it, and allows their partner to sell in it. When another artist challenges the partner, 
the partner threatens to call the family unit member to return and occupy the space. 
Drew, Brian and Cosmo stated that they could all think of a dozen people who use this 
tactic. 
 
Notes taken by Alyssa Licouris 
 
 
 


